2013 Year in Review

**Mission:** Our mission is to change the lives of people with disabilities and other barriers to employment through the power of work, education and empowerment.

**Vision:** Our vision is a community that works together as individuals and organizations to create an environment where everyone can achieve self-sufficiency and reach their full potential.

**Highlights:** In 2013, Memphis Goodwill continued to focus on expansion and financial stability.

**By the Numbers:**
- 503 Goodwill Employees
- 183 Persons served through face-to-face services
- 26 Goodwill Employees served

**Financials:**
- $28,082,652 Total Revenue
- $27,060,753 Total Expenses

**FUNDING SOURCES**
- Mid-South Donors
- Kemmons Wilson Family Foundation
- Plough Foundation
- First Tennessee Foundation
- Assisi Foundation
- Knapp Foundation

**MEMBER**
- Goodwill Industries Int’l.
- Greater Memphis Chamber
- Collierville Chamber
- Germantown Chamber
- South Tipton County Chamber
- Tipton County Chamber